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Authors: Please list all authors to be included in Publication
Author

Affiliation

Megan Keating

UTas

Matthew Boden

UTas

Include any further authors in the Additional information section
Name of output: title of works and exhibition/event/performance title if appropriate

The Outsider

Publication location (venue) and Dates: please list all venues if multiple locations and
all dates of exhibition/event/performance
Location

Date

Moonah Arts Center Hobart

27 July- 18 Aug

Include any further locations in the Additional information section

Other participants: for example Curator(s) and other Artist(s)

Funding: was the publication supported by funding if so please list funding body: For
example: The performance was funded by Arts Tasmania and Gordon Darling Foundation.

Salamanca Art Centre’s HyPe program funded by the Australia
Council for the Arts, the Federal Government’s arts funding and advisory body

List of Works or description of work; Please include the following information for all
works in output
Title

Year

Medium

Dimensions/duration

Description of Work

The outsider out 2018

HD animation and sound

11 minutes and 10 sec

digital animation and original
sound scape

The outsider in 2018

HD animation and sound

7 minutes 28 sec

digital animation and original
sound scape

Include any further works in the Additional information section

Did your project require Ethics approval?

yes

✔ no

Please provide Ethics Approval Reference Number
Evidence: Please provide a description of the evidence that you are submitting. ie: printed
invitation distributed by mail, website with web link and access date, printed catalogue,
advertisement in Island magazine, Vol 35, issue 3, 2014. Etc

website invite
2 X MP4 excerpts
Powerpoint of digital stills

Additional Information:
The material uses MRI scans and x- rays. Written consent was given from the owner of
for reproduction and use in artworks.
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